SMOKE HOODS - LIFE VESTS
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Parat C EMERGENCY Smoke Hood

The PARAT C is a lightweight, portable easy
to don smoke escape hood designed for
selfrescue in the event of a fire. The PARAT
C protects the wearer for a minimum of 15
minutes from smoke, carbon monoxide and
toxic gases normally present during a fire. It is
ideal as a personal escape device which can
be used in emergency situations occurring in
homes, office or apartment buildings, schools,
hospitals, plant facilities and hotels.
FEATURES:Hood made from flame-retardant, selfextinguishing PVC
material. Bright orange hood with high visibility and excellent reflective
properties. One universal size. Can be worn with glasses, long hair and
beards. Large visor treated with anti-misting agent provides wide range
of vision for quick escape. Elastic collar makes hood easy to don and
adjust. Comfortable, soft, inner mask allows wearer to breath normally
through nose or mouth, Perfect for frequent travelers.
Parat C Smoke Hood.......................... P/N 13-04232................................
Parat C Wall Holder............................ P/N 13-06642................................

PEACE OF MIND SMOKE HOODS

Peace of Mind hoods are emergency respira
tory aids that give you the necessary protection
to evacuate any area where toxic fumes or smoke
could indispose a victim. Also provides protection
for eyes, hair, & free against flames, toxic fumes,
dust, and sparks. In their vacuum-sealed package,
the Peace of Mind hoods are lightweight (3.5 oz)
and compact (7.5’’ x 4.5’’ x 0.75’’). In a few, fast,
easy steps, you can slip on the hood and evacu
ate. Assures peripheral vision, hands free usage
& unimpeded communication. You can hear, see,
and talk while wearing the Peace of Mind hood. Its use of filters instead
of a mouthpiece and/or breathing apparatus makes Peace of Mind much
easier to use than other devices; Just pull it over your head and evacu
ate. Excellent for use in general aviation aircraft as well as for travel on
commercial airlines. The transparent wall case holds two hoods and
two light sticks for use in home or office. The 6-inch light stick diffuses
30 minutes of intense light without heat or flame. Non-toxic and easy to
use.
P/N 13-02731..................... .

COMFORT MAX INFLATABLE LIFE-VEST

Features: •USCG approved for
persons at least 16 years of
age weighing 80 lbs. and above
with a chest size between 30”
and 52” •Dual waist belt stain
less steel adjusters. Provides
for easy adjustment with both
hands and a more custom
fit •Exterior inflation system
access flap. Allows for clear,
direct access to the CO2 cylin
der for rearming. CO2 cylinder
can be replaced without opening and unfolding the entire PFD •Waist
strap and back strap attachment points fully connected and reinforced
from inside for added strength •Heavy duty 420 denier nylon pack
cloth outer cover •Twin 2” wide back straps for comfort and security
•Comfortable neck. The neck area has no Velcro or edge binding to
cause chafing or abrasion for all-day comfort .
Navy.................. P/N 13-04372................................
Red................... P/N 13-04373................................

SmileView Mirror™

With the introduction of the SmileView Mir
rortm, a major drawback of high wing tandem
seat aircraft has been solved! Even with an
intercom, in flight communication has been
lacking. Facial expressions can say so much
more than just words over an intercom.
Instructors, Young Eagle Pilots or anyone fly
ing with a friend need to see the face of their
passenger to gauge what they are feeling.
The SmileView Mirrortm has a 4” x 4” acrylic mirror that mounts securely
to avoid vibration, giving a great view. Total weight is 7 oz. and it clamps
onto the overhead structural tubing with a socket wrench. It’s easily re
moved, if necessary.
Which of the two versions you use depends on whether your aircraft has
a short tube running from the V structure in the windscreen to the wing
root or not. The American Champion family of aircraft has this short tube
and uses the Rear Mount version. Cubs and many LSA use the End
Mount as they have the V structure, alone.
Rear Mount......................P/N 13-05707.................
Universal End Mount.......P/N 13-05708.................
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SURVIVAL PRODUCTS LIFE RAFTS

Perfect for general aviation. Small
and compact it fits in a lightweight
valise 4” x 12” x 14” and weighs only
12 lbs. But don’t be fooled by its size,
price or weight. This raft will do the
job for you under the most adverse
condition. It provides a fresh water
buoyancy of 190 lbs. per person
and a deck area of 3.6’ per person
which exceeds all Govt. standards.
Inflated, the raft is 46’ inside and 68’
outside and every square inch has
been meticulously made from raw materials and components tested for
their durability and life expectancy. Every raft is pressure tested and all
seams and adhesive bonds rigorously checked prior to release. Raft
includes sea anchor, bailing bucket, hand inflation pump, and CO infla
tion system. Optional survival equipment shown below. 6-13 person raft
is 5’ x 12’ x 14’ and weighs 18 lbs. Available in non-TSO’d and TSO’d
versions.
Non-TSO’d 4-6 Person Life Raft.................... P/N 13-31610................. .
Non-TSO’d 6-13 Person Life Raft.................. P/N 13-31660................. .
Non-TSO’d 4-6 Person Basic Raft w/o canopy... P/N 13-31670................. .
TSO’d 4-6 Person Raft w/canopy only.......... P/N 13-31680................. .
TSO’d 4-6 Person Raft w/91 equip................ P/N 13-31690................. .
TSO’d 4-6 Person Raft w/121 equip.............. P/N 13-31700................. .
TSO’d 4-6 Person Raft w/135 equip.............. P/N 13-31710................. .
Non-TSO’d 8-12 Person Basic Raft w/o canopy.P/N 13-31715................. .
TSO’d 8-12 Person Raft w/canopy only........ P/N 13-31725................. .
TSO’d 8-12 Person Raft w/91 equip.............. P/N 13-31735................. .
TSO’d 8-12 Person Raft w/121 equip............ P/N 13-31745................. .
TSO’d 8-12 Person Raft w/135 equip............ P/N 13-31755................. .
TSO raft with FAR91 kit 6M........................... P/N 13-05861................. .

SURVIVAL RAFT ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT KITS

Far 91 Kits includes: canopy with inflatable mast, equipment container,
signal flag, 3 signal flares, two cell flashlight with alkaline batteries, first
aid kit, raft repair kit, sea dye marker, signal mirror, food rations, water
rations, and signal whistle. Far 121 Kits includes: All of above plus: utility
knife, survival manual and sponge. Far 135 Kits included: all of above
plus: magnetic compass, eight pint desalter, fishing kit, 75 ft. retaining
line, two paddles and radar reflector.
Far 91 Emergency Kit.................................... P/N 13-31620................. .
Far 121 Emergency Kit.................................. P/N 13-31630................. .
Far 135 Emergency Kit.................................. P/N 13-31650................. .

REVERE COASTAL COMPACT Raft

Double 200 lb. SuperRev™ bal
last pockets, it enhances stabil
ity in rough sea conditions. Its light
weight allows for easy deployment
and the compact size makes stow
age easy in the smallest of spaces.
Operation is easy. Just open the
red flap on the valise and extend
the painterline. Give a hard pull and
the raft inflates automatically in less
than 30 seconds. Coastal Compact
Raft is not recommended for off
shore use.
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AIRLINE TYPE LIFE VEST

This self inflating airline type life vest is inflated by a tug on
the cord which releases carbon dioxide from a recharge
able cylinder, designed to keep the wearer upright even
unconscious or incapacitated. Can be reinflated by blowing
into a special mouth tube. Folds to 2.5”x 6.5” and weighs
only 1.4 lbs. Flame resistant Urethane coated nylon for
added durability. Meets TSO C13e for flights within 50
miles of land. Bright international yellow for easy identification. It fits
adults & children. New surplus, overhauled, & certified. HAZMAT. Shelf
Life: 2 Years.
P/N 13-31640..................... .

